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Unsaturated Soils: Research and Applications Claudio Mancuso
2012-06-26 These volumes contain the contributions to the Second
European Conference on Unsaturated Soils, E-UNSAT 2012, held in Napoli,
Italy, in June 2012. The event is the second of a series of European
conferences, and follows the ﬁrst successful one, organised in Durham,
UK, in 2008. The conference series is supported by Technical Committee
106 of the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering on Unsaturated Soils. The published contributions were
selected after a careful peer-review process. A collection of more than one
hundred papers is included, addressing the three thematic areas
experimental, including advances in testing techniques and soil
behaviour, modelling, covering theoretical and constitutive issues
together with numerical and physical modelling, and engineering,
focusing on approaches, case histories and geo-environmental themes.
The areas of application of the papers embrace most of the geotechnical
problems related to unsaturated soils. Increasing interest in geoenvironmental problems, including chemical coupling, marks new
perspectives in unsaturated soil mechanics. This book will provide a
valuable up-to-date reference across the subject for both researchers and
practitioners.
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Vintage Camper Trailers Paul Lacitinola 2016-07-21 Vintage camper
trailers are a unique symbol of midcentury America that resonates with
many people. This book introduces many of those people, along with the
trailers they’ve lovingly maintained or restored. It includes hundreds of
photographs of everything from fancy and comfortable trailers designed
for glamping (glamorous camping), to trailers handed down through
families across generations, and even entrepreneurs who have
transformed their trailers into vending booths. Paul Lacitinola enjoys

everything about vintage camper trailers, including rescuing, restoring,
and rallying. In 2011, he began publishing the ﬁrst U.S.-based magazine
for collectors, restorers, and admirers of American-made camper trailers,
Vintage Camper Trailers, which now has thousands of subscribers in more
than a dozen diﬀerent countries. He lives in Elverta, California.
Michigan Living - Motor News 1966
Dodge and RAM Pickups: An Illustrated History Patrick R. Foster
2020-11-03 In this exciting new history of Dodge and Ram trucks, awardwinning automotive author Patrick Foster details the genesis of today's
hot-selling Ram pickups, vans and four-wheel-drives. Beginning with the
Graham Brothers, who built the ﬁrst trucks sold through Dodge dealers,
Foster traces the path of Dodge commercial vehicles through the terriﬁc
Dodge trucks built during the Roaring Twenties and into the Depression
Thirties. Foster then takes us into the war years, 1941-1945, when Dodge
manufactured a broad array of war materiel including the mighty WD and
WF trucks, which later morphed into the now-legendary postwar Dodge
Power Wagons. Next, Foster dives into the decade of the fabulous 1950s,
a golden era for American pickups that brought us the equally fabulous
Dodge B and C series trucks. Entering the 1960s, Foster tells the story of
the growing popularity of Dodge trucks. The story grows as the Dodge line
expands in size and in sales. The Dodge D-series and four-wheel-drive Wseries are covered in a following chapter, while another is dedicated to
the Dodge cabover trucks. The book ends with an Addendum dedicated to
the delightful Dodge cabovers. The ﬁnal chapter of Dodge and Ram
Pickups: An Illustrated History covers the turbulent years 2000-2020 when
Dodge went from being part of a bankrupt company to its present position
today as the number 2 selling full-size pickup in the world.
Nurtureshock Ashley Merryman 2010-03-24 What if we told you... that
dishonesty in children is a positive trait that arguing in front of your kids
can make you a good role model and that if you praise your children you
risk making them fail ...and it was all true? Using a cutting-edge
combination of behavioural psychology and neuroscience, award-winning
journalists Po Bronson and Ashley Merryman have produced an
innovative, counter-intuitive read that will change the way we interact
with our children forever. They demonstrate that for years our best
intentions with children have been our worst ideas, using break-through
scientiﬁc studies to prove that our instincts and received wisdom are all
wrong. Nurtureshock is the Freakonomics of childhood and adolescence,
exploring logic-defying insights into child development that have farreaching relevance for us all.
The Commercial & Financial Chronicle ... 1915-07
Standard & Poor's Earnings and Ratings Bond Guide 1971
American Light Trucks and Utility Vehicles, 1967-1989 J. “Kelly” Flory, Jr.
2019-10-31 The truck's role in American society changed dramatically
from the 1960s through the 1980s, with the rise of oﬀ-roaders, the van
craze of the 1970s and minivan revolution of the 1980s, the
popularization of the SUV as family car and the diversiﬁcation of the
pickup truck into multiple forms and sizes. This comprehensive reference
book follows the form of the author's popular volumes on American cars.
For each year, it provides an industry overview and, for each
manufacturer, an update on new models and other news, followed by a
wealth of data: available powertrains, popular options, paint colors and
more. Finally, each truck is detailed fully with speciﬁcations and
measurements, prices, production ﬁgures, standard equipment and more.
How to Read a Paper Trisha Greenhalgh 2014-02-26 The best-selling
introduction to evidence-based medicine In a clear and engaging style,
How to Read a Paper demystiﬁes evidence-based medicine and explains
how to critically appraise published research and also put the ﬁndings into
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practice. An ideal introduction to evidence-based medicine, How to Read a
Paper explains what to look for in diﬀerent types of papers and how best
to evaluate the literature and then implement the ﬁndings in an evidencebased, patient-centred way. Helpful checklist summaries of the key points
in each chapter provide a useful framework for applying the principles of
evidence-based medicine in everyday practice. This ﬁfth edition has been
fully updated with new examples and references to reﬂect recent
developments and current practice. It also includes two new chapters on
applying evidence-based medicine with patients and on the common
criticisms of evidence-based medicine and responses. How to Read a
Paper is a standard text for medical and nursing schools as well as a
friendly guide for everyone wanting to teach or learn the basics of
evidence-based medicine.

Commercial Car Journal 1966 Beginning with 1937, the April issue of
each vol. is the Fleet reference annual.
Security Owner's Stock Guide Standard and Poor's Corporation 1981
The Gold Book 1990
Saturday Review 1943
Ultimate Collector Car Price Guide 1900-1990 Cars & Parts Magazine 1997
The ultimate up-to-date reference of automotive values from the
publishers of Cars & Parts magazine, this book gives the readers the
correct values for thousands of cars built between 1900 and 1990. 1,200
photos.
The Commercial and Financial Chronicle 1939-07
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